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Happily those remains have teen, in part at least,
buried deeply beneath the ground. Such monuments of
the past as were possible to destroy have been destroyed
in large measure. A few are so huge and so strongly
built as to have defied complete destruction. But the
earth is still rich in historic records, and still holds vast
treasuries of art. Fortunately for archaeological re-
search, large tracts that were fertile in ancient times
have become deserts. The soil of nearer Asia has been
hardly more than scratched by the archaeologist, and the
waste places in which man once lived in productive luxury
have been only imperfectly examined by the explorer.
The ancient inhabitants of Mesopotamia, together with
the peoples of the Nile Valley, have long been believed
to have been the first to introduce the arts of life and all
that these bring with them. In any event archaeological
research has brought to light some records of this people
that can be definitely placed at the beginning of the third
millennium before Christ, and others that are probably
older; from which it is evident that this particular corner
of the Turkish Empire was the scene of one of the oldest,
if not quite the oldest, attempt of man to rise from a
brutal state to a higher order of living. Here, too, have
come to light records of the greatest importance for Bib-
lical history and for the earliest origins of our own
religion—side lights on the Old Testament—records
which have a direct bearing not only upon theology, but
upon laws and institutions upon which are based the
foundations of our own social system.
It is a little over a hundred years since the archaeologi-
cal importance of Mesopotamia was pointed out to
Europe by an Englishman, C. J. Eieh, who visited Nine-
veh and Babylon in 1811, and brought home the first
examples of tablets bearing cuneiform inscriptions. But
nearly half a century elapsed before serious exploration

